Dysart et al Accessible Community Transportation Service

The DYMO Bus is a specialized bus transportation service operated to assist those with mobility difficulties or require the assistance of a wheelchair-accessible vehicle. This service provides transportation from one accessible door to another and is available on a temporary or permanent basis, depending on the user’s eligibility.

DYMO Facts

- The DYMO Bus travels to five (5) areas within the County of Haliburton as well as specialized prebooked trips to Lindsay, Peterborough, Bracebridge, Barrie, Oshawa, Toronto and Kingston and provides Long Term Care Facility and Medical transfers.
- If you require personal care or assistance, please arrange for an attendant or companion to accompany you.
- Passengers using scooters must transfer to a conventional passenger seat for safety.
- Passengers with walkers may board using the lift or automated ramp.
- An attendant, guide dog, service animal, or caregiver is welcome, at no charge.
- Approved clients must reside within the Municipality of Dysart et al.

How do I Apply for the DYMO Bus Service?

Contact the Municipality of Dysart et al or 705-457-5076 for more information.

Applications forms are available on this website as a separate document and require medical endorsement.